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Justamente 5 años
Seattle Latino Film Festival es por hoy la única
organización que representa la Cultura y Artes desde
América Latina en el noroeste de Estados Unidos, en el
mes que Estados Unidos celebra su Mes de la Herencia
Hispana.
Fácil es decir 5 años, pero cuando en ese tiempo has
convertido más que en Arte, en Enseña lo que has
hecho, tu trabajo está cumplido, y reparte vida. Y es
eso lo que hemos logrado en 5 otoños, traer a Seattle,
desde Latinoamérica el cine que llega aquí como
maestro, perdurando en sus imágenes que cultivan y
dan conocer ante quienes no nos conocen un mundo
fascinante de vidas, tradiciones, palabras y colores, que
no son más que nosotros mismos los Latinoamericanos
Para mí como Fundador, el crear el Seattle Latino Film
Festival ha sido una experiencia indescriptible. No
excepto de fuertes emociones y deseos de renunciar,
pero el mundo está contado por el que valientemente
sigue su sueño, se arriesga, llora, cae, se hiere por
seguir su empeño, y finalmente ve el resultado. Es lo
que he hecho, y aquí el logro, mas de 20 naciones en
5 años, homenajeando como podemos a Colombia,
México, Argentina, Brasil y Cuba hoy, todos llegan
para mostrar sus vidas desde la cinematografía,
pero junto con ello mucho más en una hermosa y
colorida amalgama de lenguas que hablamos en
nuestros millones de hogares. Miles de metrajes en
historias. Cientos de títulos con un mensaje único
LATINOAMERICA. Al mirar hacia atrás me enorgullece
ver que aquella idea que surgió en un desayuno entre
amigos ya tiene un cuerpo y el propósito es seguir
haciéndolo crecer.
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2013 nos honra contar con un amplio número de visitantes, como nunca antes, llegados de Cuba, México, España y los Estados Unidos. Premio que con su
presencia nos hacen los ya clásicos Fernando Trueba,
Damián Alcázar y Leon Ichaso.
Un abismal GRACIAS a todos los que han tendido su
mano, gracias a Corporaciones, Consulados, Universidades, Distribuidores, Directores, Productores, Actores,
son cientos de nombres y me aventuro a decir miles
desde muchas fronteras.
Disfruten de esta edición y nos volveremos a encontrar
en el 2014!

Jorge Enrique González Pacheco
Founder & Executive Director
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Welcome to the 5th Annual
Seattle Latino Film Festival!
Dear Guests:
As the president of the SLFF Board it has been a pleasure
and an honor to be part of this team. In this our fifth year,
first of all I want to thank all of the volunteers, staff, friends,
sponsors and partner organizations that have walked beside
us in this journey.
It has not always been easy. The purpose of the work the
SLFF has been doing is not purely entertainment. Our
mission is ambitious. Our organization has worked and will
continue to work as a cultural bridge in the Pacific Northwest
between our Latin American cultures and the Emerald City.
Education and cultural exchange are our mission.
Through film the SLFF intends to educate our local
audiences about the richness and diversity of our people
and cultures. We maintain a continuous presence in the
community year-round by organizing events and screenings.
This festival is for everyone, the gift of our cultures to this city.
The SLFF is operating an Educational Outreach Program that
emphasizes our educational work, specifically connecting
the second and third generations of Latinos that live in this
country with the cultures of their places of origin, thereby
connecting them with their parents and families as well.
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The SLFF is proud of the goals we have reached so far with
the support of all of you. We plan ahead to keep working
actively in Seattle to show that, in addition to providing
a major workforce in our community, we also have the
creations of our artists, filmmakers and other professionals
to offer, and also that the Latino community is comprised of
diverse cultures, languages, and talents.
Thank you again for all the support during these five
incredible years. We hope you enjoy this year’s program
and continue to be involved with the SLFF.
Gracias,

Susana Mercado
President of the Board
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4TH
OPENING NIGHT
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@7PM

MELAZA
Melaza | Molasses
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Carlos Lechuga
Carlos Lechuga and Claudia Calviño
Cuban movie producer attending
(Cuba, France, Panama, 2012, 80 min., Spanish
w/ English subtitles)
Drama | Comedy
Cast: Yuliet Cruz, Armando Miguel Gómez, Luis Antonio Gotti.
Melaza is the bittersweet, yet often humorous and heartwarming,
story of Aldo and Monica, a young Cuban couple trying to survive
emotionally and financially in a dying town. Each is willing to
sacrifice themselves for the sake of their relationship and the rest
of the family, (an ungrateful daughter and a grumpy grandmother),
but their every attempt to raise themselves up seems only to drag
them deeper and deeper down. Eventually the lovers find a way
out.
Carlos Lechuga

Director
Attending
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@1PM

SAGRADA
Sagrada- El Misteri de la Creacio | Sagrada - The
Mystery of Creation
Seattle Premiere
Dir. Stefan Haupt
(Switzerland, 2012, 90 min., Catalan, German, Spanish, English
and French w/ English subtitles)
Documentary | Architecture
La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona: a unique, fascinating building
project with Antoni Gaudí, a brilliant architect, an enormous
number of workers and a history full of extreme highs and lows.
The history of this building, which has been under construction
since 1882 and is today only half finished, is the point of departure
for a film about this mysterious process of “creation,” the question
of our human creative power and to what ends we would like to
use it.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@2:45PM

XINGU
Xingu
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Cao Hamburger
(Brazil, 2012, 102 min., Portuguese and Tupi w/ English subtitles)
Adventure | Drama
Cast: João Miguel, Felipe Camargo, Caio Blat.
During their exploration of central Brazil in 1943 the brothers
Orlando, Claudio and Leonardo Villas-Bôas encounter the Xingu
Indians. Passionately interested by what they discover about the
customs and social systems of the other’s culture, the brothers
and the indigenous people decide to build an airstrip together.
However, it is not until half the population of one village dies of
an influenza epidemic, that the brothers realize their true vocation.
From this point on they devote their lives to protecting the Xingu
peoples, preserving Xingu culture and to the creation of a Xingu
National Park. In doing so, the brothers find out that they are not
only obliged to take a stand against a corrupt network of ministers
and military; fascinated by their discovery of a hitherto unknown
lifestyle, their contradictory feelings soon overwhelm and isolate
them. Nonetheless, with dogged persistence they manage to find
their way back to their initial goal of supporting the Xingu’s struggle
for survival.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@5PM

FECHA DE
CADUCIDAD
Fecha de Caducidad | Expiration Date
Seattle Premiere
Dir. Kenya Marquez
(México, 111 min., 2012, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Drama | Thriller
Cast: Damián Alcázar, Marisol Centeno, Ana Ofelia Murguía.
In modern-day Guadalajara, a mother searches for her missing
son. Kenya Marquez’s debut feature effortlessly blends drama,
suspense, and humor to create a wry commentary on the endemic
violence of contemporary Mexico. A dark comedy of errors with a
Rashomon-like structure: the tantalizing puzzle-pieces of a murder
mystery are gradually revealed from three different perspectives,
subverting all our assumptions and preconceptions.
Damián Alcázar

Actor Damian Alcazar
Attending
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@7:30PM

EL BARRIO
TOURS
El Barrio Tours: Gentrification in East Harlem
Dir. Andrew J. Padilla
(USA, 28 min., 2012 English, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Documentary | Short | Drama | History
An in depth look at the phenomena of gentrification as seen
through the change in the largest Puerto Rican neighborhood in
the 50 states; East Harlem. Join Congressman Charlie Rangel ,
Edwin Torres, writer of Carlito’s way, and a host of neighborhood
activists, residents, and small business owners, as they debate the
past, present, and future of their beloved Barrio.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@7:30PM

BROCHE DE
ORO
Broche de Oro | The Gold Brooch
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Raúl Marchand Sánchez
(Puerto Rico, 90 min., 2012, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Comedy
Cast: Odalis Carela, Willie Carrasco, Carlos Esteban Fonseca.
Rafael, Elmo and Pablo run away from the strict Catholic retirement
home where they live to enjoy one last weekend of debauchery
and fun. This comedy road trip is filled with adventure and Andv
discovery, celebrating the true power of friendship and living life to
the fullest.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@1PM

INCOMUNICADO
Incomunicado | Incommunicado
Seattle Premiere
Dir. P. Alberto Sanchez
(USA, 9 min., 2012, English)
Short| Drama| Immigration
An illegal immigrant must choose between his freedom and a new
life in the United States or saving a young boy whose mother has
just died.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@1PM

AQUI Y ALLA
Aquí y Allá | Here and There
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Antonio Méndez Esparza
(México,USA, Spain 112 min., 2012, Spanish, Nahualt w/ English
subtitles)
Drama | Immigration
Cast: Pedro De los Santos, Teresa Ramírez Aguirre, Lorena
Guadalupe Pantaleón Vázquez.
Pedro returns home to his native Mexican mountain village after
several years of labor as a
migrant worker in the U.S. His savings have earned him a trip
home with the hopes of providing for his family and becoming a
musician. Upon his return, he faces a familiar but distant wife and
teenage daughters who may as well be strangers. This striking film
won the Critics Week award for Best Film at 2012 Cannes Film
Festival.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@3:20PM

PEDRO PAN
Pedro Pan
World Premiere
Dir. Andrea Puente
(USA, 16 min., 2013, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Short | Drama | Family| Immigration
Cast: Lilimar Hernández, Leonel Norat, Amanda Mulvey.
It’s 1962. In order to escape Fidel Castro’s communist
indoctrination, 13-year-old Elena and younger brother Manuel
are sent alone to Miami, as part of Operation Pedro Pan.
As unexpected circumstances pull them apart, they remain
determined to stay together and beat the odds.
Andrea Puente

Director
Attending
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@3:20PM

CUBAMERICAN
Cubamerican
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Jose Enrique Pardo
(USA, 107 min., 2013, Spanish & English w/ English subtitles)
Documentary | Historical | Immigration
Presented by Ana Mari Cauce UW’s Provost
CUBAMERICAN is the stirring story of how the Cuban Revolution
shattered the Cuban family. Spanning the past 60 years of Cuban history, the film evokes this tragedy and its universal themes
of loss, freedom, assimilation, struggle and triumph through the
stories of Cuban exiles that have achieved acclaim in diverse fields
in the U.S.A. and beyond, rendering a mosaic of a bittersweet exile
experience. A pro-immigrant story that grapples with the agony of
displacement, contributes rumination on the future of Cuba, and
highlights the absolute need for all of the world’s people to be able
to freely exercise their fundamental human rights; CUBAMERICAN
is an insightful and powerful experience.
Jose Enrique Pardo

Director
Attending
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE
@5:50PM
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
BELLEVUE YOUTH THEATRE

@7:20PM

5 DE MAYO:
LA BATALLA
5 de Mayo: La Batalla | 5 de Mayo: The Battle
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Rafa Lara
(Mexico, 117 min., 2013, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Drama | War | History
Cast: Christian Vazquez, Liz Gallardo, Willian Miller, Kuno Becker,
Mario Zaragoza, Javier Olivan, Angélica Aragón, Javier Diaz
Dueñas, Daniel Martinez.
An epic and emotional history of the events leading up to the
Battle of Puebla on May 5, 1862, when the small, poorly equipped
Mexican army stunned its French occupiers with a decisive victory.
Immortalized for the past 150 years in Cinco de Mayo celebrations,
Rafa Lara’s war film brings to life the dramas of the politicians, the
generals, and the soldiers on the ground, as well as their wives
waiting back at home. Utilizing hundreds of extras, this is a grand,
classical war film rarely seen from Latin America. Cinco de Mayo:
The Battle excels both at the intimate and the legendary, with
fiercely charged imagery.
Rafa Lara

Director
Attending
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH
SIFF UPTOWN THEATRE

@8:15PM

POLVO
Polvo | Dust
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Julio Hernandez
(Guatemala, Spain, Chile, Germany, 80 min., 2012 Spanish w/
English subtitles)
Drama | War | History | Human Rights
Cast: Alejandra Estrada, Fernando Martínez, Agustin Ortíz Pérez.
This unnerving but moving film centers on an encounter between
a man obsessed with the disappearance of his father and a man
making a film about the search for the remains of the disappeared.
Polvo traces how this encounter leads its characters—and us—
that much closer to coming to terms with the lingering traumas of
Guatemala’s recent past.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 7TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6:30PM

CAMINANDO
ARAGON
Caminando Aragon |Timeless Journey: Orquesta
Aragon
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Tane Martinez
(Cuba, USA, 2012, 52 min., Spanish w/English Subtitles)
Documentary | Musical
Seventy-two years old, La Orquesta Aragón, the crown jewel of the
Cuban musical patrimony, shares its experiences and successes in
this documentary.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 7TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:50PM

LA PAZ
La Paz
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Santiago Loza
(Argentina, 73 min., 2013, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Lisandro Rodríguez, Eugenia Alonso, Fidelia Batallanos
Michel.
La Paz is the story of Liso, a young man who emerges from
a psychiatric institution and tries to re-adapt to daily life in the
universe of his middle class family and neighborhood. Though
everything seems difficult, under the surface and very subtly things
start to change for him. Quietly and slowly, Loza draws us into
Liso’s inner plight as he connects again with the outside world and
searches for a new balance, a kind of inner peace, while exposing
what have become, for him, the limiting rituals of a comfortable
middle class life.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 7TH
BELLEVUE CITY TV

@8PM

74 SQUATER
METERS
74 Squater Meters
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Paola Castillo and Tiziana Panizza
(Chile, USA, 2012, 67 min., Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Documentary | Social Justice | Woman
Iselsa, Kathy, tribal leader Ivan, and 150 other marginalized
families from Valparaiso, Chile, are chosen to participate in a social
experiment that moves them into a middle-class neighborhood.
But their new neighbors consider them undesirables who threaten
the peace and safety of the neighborhood. Filmed over four years,
74 Square Meters explores what happens when two worlds collide,
and looks at the struggles involved in attaining one’s dreams.
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TUESDAYV, OCTOBER 8TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6PM

RUTA DE LA
LUNA
Ruta de la Luna | Route of the Moon
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Juan Sebastián Jácome
(Panama, Ecuador, 75 min., 2012, Spanish w/ English
subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Jimmy David Suarez, Luis Antonio Gotti, Victoria Greco.
Tito, a shy thirty two year old man with albinism is on a mission
to compete in a Bowling Tournament far from home. When his ill
and stubborn father insists on joining his son for a one thousand
kilometer road trip through Central America, the two humorously
clash and learn the reasons for their disconnected relationship.
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TUESDAYV, OCTOBER 8TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:30PM

CHICO Y RITA
Special screening
Chico y Rita
Dir. Fernando Trueba
(Spain, Cuba, 94 min., 2010 Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Rosa Marquetti, Chico y Rita’s Musical Coordinator attending
Musical | Animation
Cast: Eman Xor Oña, Limara Meneses, Mario Guerra.
Chico is a young piano player with big dreams. Rita is a beautiful
singer with an extraordinary voice. Music and romantic desire
unites them, but their journey - in the tradition of the Latin ballad,
the bolero - brings heartache and torment
Rosa Marquetti Torres

Special
Guest
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH
AMC PACIFIC PLACE #10

@6:45PM

LA VIDA PRECOZ Y
BREVE DE SABINA
RIVAS
Reception sponsored by Seattle International
Foundation @6:00pm
La Vida Precoz y Breve de Sabina Rivas | The
Precocious and Brief Life of Sabrina Rivas
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Luis Mandoki
(México, 115 min., 2012, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Adventure | Drama | Romance | Literature | Woman |
Immigration
Cast: Joaquín Cosio, Greisy Mena, Fernando Moreno.
Based on the novel La Mara, this is a story about two young
teenage Honduran lovers, Sabina and Jovany, who meet again
at the Mexican Guatemalan border after years apart. She dreams
of being a singer in the U.S.; he does everything to get into la
Mara salva trucha. Faced with the most adverse conditions at the
border, Sabina will do anything to fulfill her dream, even if it means
selling herself, dealing with corrupt border agents and politicians,
and drug trafficking. This poignant and thrilling drama is directed by
master filmmaker Luis Mandoki (Voces inocentes).
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:30PM

O PACOTE
O Pacote | The Package
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Rafael Liar
(Brazil, 18 min., 2013, Portuguese w/ English subtitles)
Short | LGBT | Drama
Cast: Jefferson Brito, Victor Monteiro, Thaís Oliveira.
At a new school Leandro meets the lively Jefferson. They form
an instant attachment and soon realize that theirs is no ordinary
friendship. But Jefferson has to tell Leandro something and he is
clearly struggling to get it out. Leandro enquires further, hoping it’s
some kind of a joke. Except Jeff doesn’t look like he’s joking. If they
want to be together there’s one irreversible thing Leandro must
deal with: Jeff is HIV positive.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:30PM

LA PISCINA
La piscina | The Pool
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Carlos Machado
(Cuba, Venezuela, 65 min., 2011, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Raúl Capote, Mónica Molinet, Carlos Javier Martinez.
South American minimalism hits Cuba in a strange, borderline
experimental film that simply observes a quartet of teenagers with
physical disabilities on a summer day at the swimming pool, under
the supervision of an enigmatic coach. In his first feature, Carlos
Machado Quintela directs with painterly rigor, using only long shots
or close ups. And yet his presentation of the way the four kids
interact emotionally is curiously engrossing. This brief anti-drama
screened in the Berlin Panorama after winning a special jury award
at the Havana New Directors festival and marks a director to watch
in the future.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6PM

GALUS GALUS
GALUS GALUS
Seattle Premiere
Dir. Clarissa Duque
(Venezuela, 11 min., 2013, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Short | Animation
Maybe, some time ago, he had a family. Maybe once, some time
ago, he was loved. Today he is only a shadow, lost amongst all
the shadows of the days that begin and no one sees. Until one
morning, life walks into his soulless world, and his life changes.
Happiness is reborn in him, and he is gifted with his soul.
Friendship walks into his world in a form of an egg and he decides
to hold on to it. The egg grows to become a rooster, a loyal friend,
a forever companion and a true family.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6PM

LA CAMIONETA
La Camioneta: The Journey of One American
School Bus
Seattle Premiere
(Guatemala, USA, 52 min., 2012 Spanish, English w/ English
subtitles)
Documentary | Human Rights
Every day dozens of decommissioned school buses leave the
United States on a southward migration that carries them to
Guatemala, where they are repaired, repainted, and resurrected
as the brightly-colored camionetas that bring the vast majority
of Guatemalans to work each day. Since 2006, nearly 1,000
camioneta drivers and fare-collectors have been murdered
for either refusing or being unable to pay the extortion money
demanded by local Guatemalan gangs. LA CAMIONETA follows
one such bus on its transformative journey: a journey between
North and South, between life and death, and through an unfolding
collection of moments, people, and places that serve to quietly
remind us of the interconnected worlds in which we live.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:15PM

TANTA AGUA
Tanta agua | So Much Water
Seattle Premiere
Dir. Ana Guevara Pose , Leticia Jorge Romero
(Uruguay, Mexico, Netherlands, Germany, 2013, 102 min.,
Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Family | Comedy | Drama
Cast: Néstor Guzzini, Malú Chouza, Joaquín Castiglioni.
What can be worse than being 14 and going on vacation with your
father? Taking your children on vacation and not being able to go
outside because of the rain. Alberto has not spent much time with
Lucia and Federico since his divorce. Now, the three of them are
on their way to the hot springs for a short vacation. But when they
arrive at their rented cabin they learn that the pools have closed
until further notice because of electrical storms. Alberto tries to
remain enthusiastic and is determined to not let anything ruin their
plans, but the rain continues to fall and it seems the house they
rented is about to explode.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
WA HISTORY MUSEUM
LEON ICHASO RETROSPECTIVE

@6:30PM

EL CANTANTE
El Cantante
Director Attending
Dir. Leon Ichaso
Leon Ichaso
USA, 102 min., 2008, English)
Biography | Drama | Music
Cast: Marc Anthony, Jennifer Lopez, John Ortiz.
SPECIAL EVENT in Tacoma at the WA History Museum: Director
Leon Ichaso who’s known for such films as El Super, Crossover
Dreams & Pinero will be in attendence for the screening of his film
El Cantante starring Jennifer Lopez & Marc Anthony. The film looks
at the life of Hector Lavoe who started the salsa movement. There
will be a Q&A following the movie where Mr. Ichaso will also talk
about his upcoming film. Plus an exclusive after party hosted at
Encore Nightclub where you can dance the night away, get your
picture taken and even have your face painted. Must be 21+ for
the after party.

Pop icon Marc Anthony steps into the role of salsa superstar
Hector Lavoe, who started the salsa movement in 1975. This
biopic, told from the point of view of his wife and muse, Puchi,
(Jennifer Lopez) follows the singer from his early success as a
Puerto Rican teen sensation to his later status as the New York
City Latin idol who brings salsa to the United States, while also
documenting his ongoing struggle against drug and alcohol
addiction.
2013 Seattle Latino Film Festival

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6:30PM

UNA CIUDAD EN
UNA CIUDAD
Una Ciudad En Una Ciudad - A City Within A City
Dir. Cylixe
(Germany, Venezuela 18 min., 2013 , Spanish, English w/ English
subtitles)-Documentary
Documentary | Architecture
A heterotopy is a space, symptomatically reflecting upon a
social netting. When over 20 years ago the construction was
interrupted for a skyscraper in Caracas, Venezuela, no one could
have guessed, that this building would once become the tallest
squat on earth. An empiric, fractal view in to the everyday life, the
structure and the thoughts of the habitants keeps in dialogue with
the architecture of the tower, which once had been conceived as a
financial center and now gives shelter to a parallel society.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6:30PM

El
ACOMPANANTE
El Acompañante | The Companion
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Álvaro Delgado-Aparicio
(Perú, 22 min., 2012, Spanish w/English subtitles)
Short| Drama
Cast: Carlos Cubas, Ivan Lozano.
On the outskirts of Lima, a young prostitute tends to his father, a
fallen-from-grace artisan. However, the young man feels that his
efforts are never enough. He tries to break free, but his father’s
dependence is stronger than his son’s will.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@6:30PM

SOY MUCHO MEJOR
QUE VOS
Soy mucho mejor que vos | Much better than you
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. José Manuel Sandoval
(Chile, 80 min., 2012 Spanish w/ English subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Sebastián Brahm, Cristóbal Froolich, Antonella Costa,
Catalina Zarhi.
In this urban comedy, Cristobal, a father and businessman, feels
humiliated when his wife wins a scholarship and decides to move
to Spain, expecting to take him and the children along with her.
Cristobal wanders around Santiago searching for a woman to
help him rebuild his shattered ego. After a pathetic night filled with
failures, during which he is unable to forget his conflict, the time to
choose comes: it’s either his family or his ego.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
HAVARD EXIT THEATRE

@9:45PM

LA PARTIDA
La Partida | The Last Match
Seattle Premiere | Co-Sponsored by Seattle Lesbian & Gay Film
Festival
Dir. Antonio Hens
(Cuba, Spain, 90 min., 2013, Spanish w/ English subtitles)
LGBT| Drama | Romance
Cast: Milton García, Reinier Díaz, Luis Alberto García, Mirta Ibarra.
Sizzling Havana serves as the setting for this powerful drama
of star-crossed love and heavenly bodies. Two young men
struggle to survive a difficult life in a poverty-stricken society, while
keeping secret a love that could be fatal for both of them. As their
relationship reels under economic and family pressure, as well
as their own sexual confusion, the sensual romance they share
in private begins clashing with harsh reality. Life turns out to be a
tougher game than soccer, when a last hope for escape emerges
and their bond is tested to the breaking point.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
BELLEVUE YOUTH THEATRE

@6PM

UM FIM
DO MUNDO
Um fim do Mundo | The End of the World
Northwest Coast Premiere
Dir. Pedro Pinho
(Portugal, 2013, 62 min., Portuguese w/ English subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Idalécio Gomes, Manuel Gomes, Eva Santos.
A portrait of the daily lives of young people living in a new-built
estate on the outskirts of Lisbon. School is a joke and there’s no
work to be had anyway, so the girls try to have fun as best they
can. New girl Eva is very pretty but quiet. The others aren’t sure
at first whether she’s arrogant or just shy. Iara and Eva head off to
the beach with two boys. The lads turn a couple of abandoned
shopping trolleys into racing chariots and the atmosphere begins
to tingle. Later, they argue with the rest of the group. The other girls
manage to get into a club that night but the boys don’t and are
bent on revenge. They meet up with Eva and go back to her place.
Made with the help of a well-known young documentary filmmaker,
the movie unspools in an incidental and unpredictable fashion with
improvisations and open-ended storytelling creating authenticity. A
piece of modern day cinéma vérité.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
KCTS 9 FREE EVENT

@1PM

LATINOS: THE
CHANGING FACE OF
WASHINGTON
Presented by Enrique Cerna
Latinos: The Changing Face of Washington
Documentary | Immigration
KCTS 9’s Enrique Cerna examines the history of Latinos in
Washington and their contributions to politics, education and
entrepreneurship in this state. Cerna weaves together his family’s
Yakima Valley heritage with that of other Latinos, including Phyllis
Gutierrez-Kenney’s transformation from migrant laborer to political
trailblazer; the entrepreneurial story of winemaker Victor Palencia;
and explores the educational challenges and successes of the
fastest growing population in the state.
2:45pm-3:30pm Reception
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
AMC PACIFIC PLACE #9
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
FERNANDO TRUEBA
A MASTER

@5PM

EL ARTISTA Y
LA MODELO
Special Screening
El artista y la modelo | The Artist and the Model
Dir. Fernando Trueba
(Spain, France, 105 min., 2012, Spanish, Catalan and French w/
English subtitles)
Drama
Cast: Jean Rochefort, Aida Folch, Claudia Cardinale.
French screen legend Jean Rochefort stars in this World War II-set
tale, playing an aging French sculptor who has all but resigned
himself to the fact that his days of true inspiration are over. Then,
a beautiful young Spanish refugee, played by Aida Folch, turns
up on his doorstep -- and just like that, he has found himself a
muse. “The Artist and the Model” isn’t just a film about artists.
It’s also a film for artists. From its black-and-white images to its
unapologetically old-fashioned sensibilities to its embracing of
artistic nudity to its explorations of -- and fascination with -- the
artistic method, it tells the kind of slow-go, character-rooted story
that might test the patience of moviegoers who generally opt for
movies with more robots or gun battles. But for anyone who has
actually created something -- or been frustrated by their inability
to find just the right inspiration -- writer-director Fernando Trueba’s
film stands to offer a dose of quiet resonance.
Fernando Trueba
Director
Attending
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
GRAND ILLUSION THEATRE

@7:15PM

SIN OTONO, SIN
PRIMAVERA
Sin Otoño, Sin Primavera | No Autumn, No Spring
Seattle Premiere
Dir. Iván Mora Manzano
(Ecuador, Colombia, France, 115 min., 2012, Spanish w/ English
subtitles)
Drama | Musical
Cast: Enzo Macchiavello, Andres Troya Holst, Paola Baldion.
In this portrait of an invisible generation, director Iván Mora
Manzano creates a punk ballad told from the point of view of
10 youngsters with stories that interconnect, not with their
destinies but with their concepts: the trip as a way of reinvention,
questioning happiness and the system, evasion, moral limits,
madness, decadence and love.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13TH
AMC PACIFIC PLACE #10
CLOSING NIGHT

@4PM

CEMENT
SUITECASE
Cement Suitecase
Seattle Premiere
Dir. J. Risk Castañeda
(USA, 2013, 91 min., English)
Drama | Comedy
Cast: Dwayne Bartholomew, Kristina Guerrero, Nathan Sapsford
Franklin, the best wine salesman in the Yakima Valley, hates his life.
His girlfriend is cheating on him, and he doesn’t even have the selfrespect to tell her that he knows. When he meets the “other guy”,
who turns out to be a terrific person, he decides it’s time to let go
of some baggage.
Dir. J. Risk Castañeda

Director
Attending
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GUESTS:
Carlos Lechuga His work as a director includes
several short films like LOS BAÑISTAS (The
Swimmers) and CUCA Y EL POLLO (Cuca and the
Chicken), which received national and international
awards. He has written the scripts for four feature
films included: EL EDÉN PERDIDO (The Lost
Eden), winner of the Audience Award at the First
Festival of Films for Television in Malaga, Spain.
MELAZA (Molasses) is his first feature film as a
director.
Damian Alcazar is an award-winning actor and
acting teacher. Alcázar has starred in numerous
Mexican and International films, including “Two
Crimes” (Best Actor, Cartagena Film Festival),
“Lolo” (Ariel Award), “El crimen del Padre Amaro”.
He can also be seen in U.S. films like: “ The
Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian”.
Born and raised in Guayaquil, Ecuador, Andrea
Puente aspires to become an advocate for
a different kind of media, a positive media, by
telling the world of its riches via film. She wishes
to bring to light inspiring and compelling stories
while uncovering the treasures found in people
not only from her own culture, but others as
well. Andrea received a Bachelor of Science in
Telecommunication Production from the University
of Florida and recently earned her Master of Fine
Arts in Film Production at Florida State University.
Andrea currently lives in South Florida where
she hopes to inspire a new generation of Latino
filmmakers.
José Enrique Pardo was born in Havana,
Cuba, raised in Union City, New Jersey, and now
resides in Los Angeles, California. He has written
three novels (Dealing from Heaven, Leverage,
Hurricanes) a collection of stories (Poised Upon
the Precipice) and three screenplays (Persuasion,
God’s Law and Feelanthropy). José Enrique has
previously produced and directed two short films
(Proposition, Birthday Boy). Cubamerican is his
first feature film.
2013 Seattle Latino Film Festival

GUESTS:
Rafa Lara began his filmmaking career at the age
of 22. He created “The Edge of the Law” (“Al Filo
de la Ley”), the first U.S. Latin drama serial using
the same standards and techniques seen and
expected from American network television. Film
credits include: “La Milagrosa” (2008), a big action
film about Colombia’s long wars with the guerrillas;
“The Fifth Commandment” (2010), a psychological
thriller about a lonely young serial murderer; “Red
Lips” (2011), ; and “Cinco de Mayo, The Battle”
(2013).
Rosa Marquetti Torres is coming directly from
Cuba to our festival for this special screening of
Chico y Rita. Ms Marquetti is a Specialist in Cuban
Music Copyrights, and a musical producer. Rosa
was in charge of the casting, preproduction and
production for the film “Chico y Rita” in Cuba . She
Also participated as an Associate Producer of the
documentary “Old Man Bebo” (Spain, 2008).
Cuban-born Leon Ichaso started making films
in 1967. He directed the films El Super, Sugar
Hill, Crossover Dreams, Bitter Sugar, Piñero, El
Cantante, and Paraiso. Initially recognized for his
focus on individuals pursuing life-changing dreams,
Ichaso’s work has since expanded to include the
broader American experience. He has won awards
at the Berlin International Film Festival, Chamizal
Independent Film Festival, Chicago International
Film Festival, Miami International Film Festival, and
Montreal World Film Festival.
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GUESTS:
Fernando Trueba is a Spanish book editor,
screenwriter, film director and producer. He
has won the Academy Award for Best Foreign
Language Film with Belle Époque in 1994. Miracle
of Candeal won the Goya for Best Documentary in
Spain, and Chico and Rita won the Goya for Best
Feature Animation in Spain, it was nominated for
the Oscar for Best Animated Feature at the 84th
Academy Awards (the first time that a Spanish fulllength animated film had been nominated). As a
music producer he has won two Grammy Awards
and four Latin Grammy Awards.
J. Rick Castañeda is a writer/director/producer
of feature films, animations and live-action shorts,
and co-founder of Psychic Bunny. His works have
been around the world to festivals in Canada,
Japan, and Romania, as well as festivals here in
the ol’ U.S. of A., such as SXSW. He’s made over
30 short films with his sketch comedy group, Six
Finger Fist, earning recognition from YouTube,
Crackle, and Funny or Die. Coma, Period., a
10-episode comedy webseries about a man stuck
inside a coma, was given a rave review in the New
York Times, and has over 1,000,000 views. He has
also directed webisodes for Disney and MSN. A
published author, an accomplished director, and a
trusted friend, Rick is very excited about Cement
Suitcase, his first feature film.
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A special thank you to:

Zach Anderson
Damián Alcázar
Xiomara Almaguer
Juan Alonso
Lenina Arenas
Alfredo Arreguín
Nerea Aizpurua
Orlando Ayala
Eduardo Baca
Ivan Blanco
Paloma Borreguero
Sylvia Cabrera
Alfredo Calviño
Jorge Cordero
Lilian Cordoba
Ana Mari Cauce
Miguel Coyula
Jonathan Julián Díaz
Fernando Esteban
Lupe Fish
Michele Frix
Craig Friedson
Erwin Galan
Lourdes García
Diego Gavilanes

María Belén García
Tony Gómez
Alejandra Gonza
Eva González
Katie Hamlin
Debby Heath
Monica Hook
Karie Houghton
Katherine Huisentruit
Leon Ichaso
Lou Kings
Erin Langner
Alberto Lauro
Brendan Lanctot
Rafa Lara
Jacque Larrainzar
Joshua M. Heim
Rosa Marquetti
Tane Martínez
Leticia Martínez
Gloria Mayne
Gabriela Mendoza
Nelida Mendoza
Susana Mercado
María Luisa Miguéliz
Doreen Mitchum

Digna Moreno
Barb Morgan
Val Morris
Katy Mullen
Mirta Ojito
Samia Panni
Jose Enrique Pardo
Latha Pat
Hector Pelayo
Rebecca Phipps
Jason Plourde
Clara Ponton
Andrea Puente
Blanca Santander
Oriel M. Siu
Marta Sánchez
Kevin Stromme
Fernando Trueba
Ann Marie Stock
Tyson Strotz
Mar Sue
Raquel Sofia
Jaime Tinae
Harry Velez
Mauricio Vivero
Jan Wachholz

Festival Volunteers
Festival Fans
And most importantly our festival
audience!
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